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x = 0.65 ( x 100 )
x = 0.40 ( x 101 )
x = 0.25 ( x 102 )
x = 0.18 ( x 103 )
x = 0.13 ( x 104 )
x = 0.08 ( x 105 )
H1 e−p
H1 e+p
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e−p √s = 320 GeV
e+p √s = 300 GeV
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NC CC √s=320 GeV
H1 e+p
NC CC √s=300 GeV
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Standard Model
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15   86.65    /    70
Constant   5.384
Mean  0.1775E-01





15   55.50    /    66
Constant   6.228
Mean  0.5336







  79.29    /    76
Constant   5.002
Mean   3.967






  105.4    /    65
Constant   5.248
Mean  0.9229





-50 -25 0 25 50
  51.60    /    40
Constant   16.20
Mean  -1.115







-50 -25 0 25 50
  84.93    /    60
Constant   8.310
Mean  0.3877
Sigma   12.97
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  34.73    /    43
Constant   16.65
Mean -0.2470






  49.61    /    56
Constant   11.01
Mean  0.2427




3   48.92    /    40
Constant   19.09
Mean -0.9857







  52.75    /    54
Constant   14.83
Mean -0.4565





-50 -25 0 25 50
  35.55    /    39
Constant   15.98
Mean -0.5570





-50 -25 0 25 50
  46.35    /    37
Constant   15.67
Mean  0.3377
Sigma   8.112
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